End of Term 2 Newsletter
Dear Parents,
It has been wonderful to have a school full of children this term. In these unprecedented times the
benefits that school brings to the lives of its pupils has taken on a greater significance. It is not just the
learning but the friendship, socialisation and fun that school adds to the lives of our young people, that
can make such a huge difference.
I would like to thank everyone for complying with the measures that the school has had to put in place to
be COVID safe and remind everyone that these measures will stay in place for the foreseeable future . It is
very important that everyone sticks to them so that the school can remain open.
It has been a very busy and successful term. We have opened our preschool; welcomed two new
reception classes to our school and have managed to stay open every day. Staff and pupils have worked
very hard to fill the gaps that were missed in their education during lockdown and we will continue to do
everything we can to help the pupils catch up with their learning.
I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, stay safe over the holiday period
and we look forward to seeing you all back at Hunts Grove Primary Academy on Tuesday 5th January.
Mr Philcox

GOOD NEWS!
Congratulations to the children who have earned
themselves an end of term BEST certificate. Well done!
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Reception
Foxes & Squirrels

Foxes and Squirrels have been working very hard again this term, learning new sounds in
Phonics and then using these to read and write words. Some of us have even been
writing captions! We have also been learning about how to make different numbers in
Maths and how to double and half a number.

Both classes enjoyed learning about the seasons this
term and had lots of super ideas during our very own
leaf hunt. We were great at spotting the changes we
could see outside and talking about what happens
during each season.

Reception
Foxes & Squirrels

Learning about Diwali was really interesting . We especially enjoyed looking at Rangoli patterns
and designing and making our own to go outside the entrances to our classrooms.

We also had
lots of fun
making
gingerbread
men when
learning
about ‘The
Gingerbread
man’ and
were
fantastic
story tellers!

Reception have particularly enjoyed learning their dances for our virtual Christmas Nativity
‘Lights Camel Action!’ We tried our best to remember our dance moves and did an
amazing job! We hope you enjoyed watching these!

Year 1 Rabbits
So much learning has taken place this term! It has been a long one but the children have
impressed us with their effort and determination. Reading has been a focus and the children have
made good progress with their phonics and home reading.
In PE, we have been learning a morris dance, hand jive and line dance, in preparation for our
Christmas performance ‘Lights, Camel, Action!’ We hope you enjoyed it as much as we enjoyed
filming it.

In English, Rabbits spent a lot of time studying the text ‘Traction Man’. The children thoroughly
enjoyed the adventures that Traction Man went on and had great pleasure in creating their own
stories. The children went on to design and make their own Traction Man story scenes in DT,
using sliders.
Following this, we focused on ‘The Snail and the Whale’, which some of the children were familiar
with. The children did a brilliant job of writing diary entries from the snail’s perspective.

In maths, the children have been working with numbers up to 100. The children are
becoming very confident with our ‘Number of the Day’ and are able to talk about odd/
even, 1 more/1 less and can make addition and subtraction facts for our chosen
number.
In Science, we have continued to learn about materials. The highlight of science this
term has definitely been playing with the magnets and investigating which materials in
the classroom are magnetic.

Year 1 Rabbits

Rabbits have been fortunate to have Mrs Timpson visit them on a
Wednesday afternoon to teach them geography. We are amazed how
much they now know about the United Kingdom! Ask your child what
facts they can remember.
We hope you have a happy and healthy Christmas break and we look
forward to seeing you in the New Year.
Mrs Ramsey and Miss Hoskins

Year 2 Hedgehogs
Wow - what a busy term we have had!
Hedgehogs have enjoyed reading ‘The Last Wolf, by Mini Grey’- our Power of
Reading text. It has inspired some fantastic writing and children have been using
adjectives, co-ordinating conjunctions, sentence openers and even commas! In
addition to this, children have been trying super hard with their handwriting and
have started to join their letters!

We have also been busy
in Maths, learning how
to add and subtract
using different strategies
and using resources such
as 10 frames and base
10. We have worked
super hard on our
presentation in our
books this term!

Year 2 Hedgehogs

We have all particularly enjoyed the preparations up to Christmas, especially rehearsing our
nativity and having our Christmas jumper day! Hedgehogs particularly enjoyed filming the nativity
using a green screen and truly experiencing filming on set! We have enjoyed learning how to line
dance, tango and hand jive too.

The children have all worked extremely hard this term and have been amazing!
Have a great Christmas holidays and enjoy a well-deserved break Hedgehogs!

Year 3 Badgers

This term, Badgers have enjoyed
designing and making a
pneumatic monster in Design and
Technology lessons. They have
had a lot of fun with their class
text, Oliver and the Seawigs,
writing a variety of different text
types, performing a monkey
chant, acting out a play-script and
taking part in the Night of the
Seawigs parade with their own
seawig. Children have successfully
used a wide range of equipment
in PE lessons, composing
sequences of balances, turns and
rolls. It has been a long and
sometimes challenging term,
adapting to the changes, but the
children have worked very hard,
showing incredible resilience and
great collaboration, always ready
to help each other and to try their
very best!

Year 4 Otters

What an amazing term from Otters class. You have all worked fantastically hard at your core
subjects and have begun to perfect your handwriting.
This term we have looked at animals and their habitats, including their digestive system and
their teeth!
We have also looked at the book Into the Woods, which you have all written some fantastic
pieces of narrative from. You should all be very proud of yourselves! Enjoy the Christmas
break you really deserve it!
Merry Christmas Otters!

Year 5/6 Wildcats

WOW! What a busy term we have had in Wildcats. The children have worked extremely
hard and are definitely due a rest over the Christmas Holidays.
In English we have been studying a book called ‘Clockwork or All Wound Up’ . The children
have composed some brilliant pieces of work such as newspaper reports, comic strips,
character profiles, diary entries - the list goes on!

Year 5/6 Wildcats

Year 5/6 Wildcats

In Maths this term Year 5 have been focusing a lot
on Multiplication and Division and in Year 6 we
have covered some tricky concepts including
fractions and BIDMAS! The children have worked
really hard to remember the methods and rules for
all of the areas they have been learning.

In Science we have been looking at life cycles. The
children have been very inquisitive and we have
had some great discussions about mammals and
birds and the similarities and differences between
how new life is created and born!

In Geography the children have taken a trip around the world! Exploring new biomes and finding out
what makes them unique and individual in each setting.

In DT the children have created fantastic CAMs toys with Mrs Timpson, we have loved watching these
come to fruition and we think you will enjoy the children telling you all about them when they bring
them home!

Welcome to our new Pre-school
This term’s topic has been Animals all
around us. We have been learning about
zoo, jungle and farm animals through a
variety of linked activities and our
focused book Dear Zoo. .

Dear Zoo then led on to
Dear Santa, and this month
the children have been very
excited at his arrival very
soon. All of the children
have wrote and posted their
letters to Santa and have
received their replies! We
had some fantastic make
making with some children
forming letters from their
names.

Thank you all for the lovely gifts and we wish
you a Happy Christmas .
Mrs Straughan & Mrs Dixon

Forest Green Rovers

Vinnie Martin, Year 6, is a Young Ambassador for Forest Green
Rovers. Through promoting the club at school our Year 3
children had the opportunity to obtain a free Forest Green
Football Shirt
Thank you Vinnie for your hard work

IMPORTANT
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING ABOUT CLASSDOJO
ClassDojo users will have recently noticed that they need to agree to a privacy update
before they can access their account. Pupils using these accounts may have agreed to this
without seeking advice from their parents. The headline privacy statement states; Due to
new international privacy regulations, we need to confirm it’s okay to keep transferring
and storing your information on U.S. – based ClassDojo servers.

What does this mean? – All ClassDojo information is now stored securely on servers in the
US but the EU-US Privacy Shield is no longer legally adequate and is now considered as not
giving EU/UK citizens enough protection. The main point is that US law enforcement can
access all ClassDojo data without reference to any users.
Data on ClassDojo data is limited to your email address, name and conversation history.
We will be asking you for your explicit consent to continue to use ClassDojo as a
communications platform for you and your child(ren) in January 2021. Without this
consent, we will unfortunately need to remove your account. You can of course do this
yourself by deleting your own account.
We have assessed the risk and in the short term will continue to use ClassDojo for the
following reasons:


The School need to continue communicating with parents in the short-term



Parents are giving their own consent to continue use within the system by accepting the
Privacy Update



The specific need for good communication at this moment due to remote learning and
school closure possibilities

We have discussed this short-term use with our Data Protection Officer


Our perception of risk to individuals if accessed by US law enforcement is very low



We will review this in January 2021.

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING OUR
FUNDRAISING

£218.50
£161.00
610 meals to families in need
from your kind donations to
our Harvest Festival

The Children were invited to take part in a competition to design a
Christmas Card for Siobhan Baillie MP, Member of Parliament for
Stroud.
Please see below letter

